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｜ TREE ACTIVITIES



TREE CLIMBING
TREE ACTIVITIES｜

“Go have fun with friends or with family on the monkey bridges, spider nets, Tarzan lianas, zip 
lines and other skateboards in order to have a good time in a wonderful setting.”



GIANT SPEEDER ADDICT
TREE ACTIVITIES｜

“This is a 1000m² playground, located 10m high, totally secure where you can test your sense of balance. 
The goal is to move from platform to platform, through different types of games, but without being tied 
down.”



｜ SENSATIONAL ACTIVITIES



BENJI EJECTION
SENSATIONAL ACTIVITIES ｜

“The Benji Ejection is a thrilling activity where you are catapulted, from the ground to the sky, from a 
height varying between 5 and 20m.”



ROLLING BULLES
SENSATIONAL ACTIVITIES ｜

“The Rolling Bulles Looping is a unique activity in Ile-de-France! Go, alone or in pairs, inside a giant 
bubble 3m in diameter.”



ZIPPY BIKE
SENSATIONAL ACTIVITIES ｜

“2 bikes side by side, suspended 8m high above a lake! Make the crossing over 190m long and come and 
discover the leisure island from a new angle.”



VERTIGO FLY
SENSATIONAL ACTIVITIES ｜

“You will be propelled forward and slightly upwards at breakneck speed. Come quickly and discover this 
extraordinary activity that will make your adrenaline rush to its maximum.



WATER ACTIVITIES
SENSATIONAL ACTIVITIES ｜

“Embark on your raft through the many artificially created rapids on this unique loop! Ideal for having 
fun with friends during the summer season, this activity will make you share unforgettable moments 
full of sensations.”



｜ ACTIVITIES FOR LITTLE ONES



TUBBY LUGE
ACTIVITIES FOR LITTLE ONES ｜

“An 80m long descent that you can do alone or with others, on an artificial slope identical to that of 
synthetic ski slopes. This descent is carried out while being comfortably installed in an individual or 
two-seater buoy. 



ELVEN VILLAGE
ACTIVITIES FOR LITTLE ONES ｜

“An aerial walk made of net walkways, themed huts on nature and animals, as well as slides; the whole 
being protected by a giant net. Ideal for your children to have fun in the trees safely.”



ADDICTED SPEEDER KID
ACTIVITIES FOR LITTLE ONES ｜

“Thanks to its protective nets on the mini course, adapted to the motor skills of 3 to 6 years old they will 
discover their first sensations of height perched 2m high and will be able to move around to the monkey 
bridges, "wave" stairs, and weighbridges!
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